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OXFAM AMERICA ANNOUNCEMENTS

OXFAM AMERICA IS MOVING
After nearly 15 years here at West Street in Boston, Oxfam is moving. As of October 16, 2006, we will be 
settled into our new building: 226 Causeway Street, 5th Floor, Boston, MA 02114-9949. All of our phone 
numbers, fax numbers, and email addresses will remain the same.

SPENDING MONEY WISELY
You may notice that we have begun to do more color publications, but—as responsible stewards of our 
donors’ money—we held off on doing so until the cost of color printing became affordable. In dollars 
and cents, what that means is that the use of color in this issue of Exchange added less than 1 cent per 
copy to the cost of production.

Chances are you’ll be sitting down to a large meal 
this Thanksgiving. Turkey, mashed potatoes, gravy.
Maybe you’ll finish up with a slice of pie. Millions 
of Americans will celebrate the same way.

Not all are so lucky. More than 850 million people
around the globe go to sleep hungry each night.
A week before Thanksgiving, members of Oxfam’s
community will skip a meal to raise support for 
these people and increase awareness about poverty
and hunger.

If President Bush were to join this effort, it would
send a strong message that Americans are deeply
concerned about poverty, both at home and abroad.

Together, we can change the world.

ASK PRESIDENT BUSH TO SKIP A MEAL
Show the world that Americans are concerned for the millions who go hungry every day

Go to www.oxfamamerica.org/ask_skipameal to ask 
President Bush to skip a meal on November 16, 2006.
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Dear friends,

For many, autumn marks the year’s closing: Summer is behind us; many return

to school; and the days grow shorter. It is natural to think back over what the

year has brought. Certainly 2006 has held its share of sorrows: continuing 

trouble in Darfur, severe food and water shortages in East Africa, an earthquake

in Indonesia, violence in Iraq and Lebanon. The need in our world is great, and 

it is easy to feel that our individual efforts to stem poverty and injustice are 

inadequate. We must resist this conclusion.

As those of you who have received Oxfam’s magazine in the past may notice,

this issue is a departure from tradition in both form and content. We’ve put to-

gether this special edition of Exchange to spotlight Oxfam’s program activities; to

tell stories about how the seemingly small objects and services that we provide

make a difference in the lives of people around the world; and to show how

these objects are, in fact, part of our larger strategic work. I hope these stories

will serve as a reminder that the effect of many individual efforts is, in sum, great.

What’s more, I hope this issue will answer a question that I hear frequently in my

travels around the US—especially when I meet with youth groups: Can you give

some examples to help us understand Oxfam’s programs better? In the case of

“Planting Trees,” on pages 8 and 9, our aim is to help readers understand how

transformative that mundane act can be in the lives of people from Ecuador 

and Guatemala to China and Mozambique.

I hope that by bringing some of our work to life for readers, we convey the

impact that each of us can have. Rather than dwelling on the misfortunes

we have witnessed in 2006, we hope that you’ll look ahead with optimism

and conviction.

Many thanks.

Sincerely,

Raymond C. Offenheiser

President, Oxfam America
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“The need in our world is great, and it is easy to feel that our individual
efforts to stem poverty and injustice are inadequate…. I hope that by
bringing some of our work to life for readers, we convey the impact 
that each of us can have.”

We welcome reader’s comments at: Editor, Oxfam Exchange, 226 Causeway Street, 5th Floor, Boston,
MA 02114-9949, or editor@oxfamamerica.org. Please include your name and address.



A CAMEL AT WORK…
There’s just no simple way to capture the breadth and complexity
of Oxfam America’s work. We work in 26 countries around the
world (130 when you include our membership in the Oxfam
International confederation), and last year we supported 236 partner
organizations. As impressive as these numbers are, they can over-
shadow the individuals at the heart of our work: our partners,
those who support Oxfam’s programs, and the individuals around
the world who are living in need.

In this issue of Exchange, we want to help our readers understand
Oxfam’s program work. To achieve this, we talked to staff from
across our regions and came up with a list of items and services
that we thought would be interesting to profile and would suggest
the breadth of our work without losing sight of the individuals.
Each of these “objects” is a real item or service that we fund. Not
all are used in all regions; some are.

We hope that the stories of these objects will capture what we
believe is distinctive about Oxfam’s programs: our ingenuity and
ability to adapt to a range of cultural contexts and practical chal-
lenges to create lasting solutions to poverty. As an introduction to
our camel’s tale—how Oxfam came to use camels in our work in
the Horn of Africa and the ingenuity that led to their use in our
programs—we open with some information about these hard-
working animals and their impact. Read on…

The significance 

of Oxfam’s work

By freeing women from the time-consuming

task of transporting water, a camel can

change gender roles by allowing women

greater freedom (and the time to develop

new sources of family income).

A camel can be used to plough a field,

which can allow herding communities to

supplement their food sources through 

agricultural projects.

One of the things that we hear most often from supporters is that
they’d like an Oxfam gift catalog. So, we’re proud to announce the
debut of Oxfam America Unwrapped. It is an alternative gift-giving
program designed to raise funds to support our programs. Choose
from a range of fun gifts—anything from a jaw-gnashing crocodile
to our trusty camel.
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www.oxfamamericaunwrapped.com

Q: What gives? 
A: A camel from…

OxfamAmerica
Unwrapped

unexpected gifts that do good



A CAMEL AT WORK…

On the ground, a camel provides
more than one might expect.

Oxfam funds the purchase of a camel.

A camel can keep a family alive during hard

times by providing valuable resources like

milk, or dung for fuel and fertilizer.

By supplementing herds of goats and cows,

a camel can diversify the livestock owned 

by rural herders, which protects their means

of earning a living.

A camel can transport large

volumes of drinking water.

A camel can transport families across 

harsh terrain when they have to flee

a disaster-stricken area.
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In 2000, the herders in Ethiopia’s Borena zone were facing

one of the worst droughts in memory. Livestock numbers

were dwindling, water holes were empty, and people were

too weak to search for water. The once-lush landscape was

littered with animal carcasses, and the earth was parched

and barren. The solution came in a less-than-elegant form

familiar to desert travelers: the frothing, grumpy camel.

Like other NGOs, Oxfam typically responds to drought by

assisting in water transportation. In 2000, however, Oxfam

realized that a typical NGO response would not bring maxi-

mum benefits to local villages. Fuel costs, few drivers,

issues of truck maintenance, and inaccessibility all hindered

water transport. Water could be brought into the general

area, but the Borena people often lived in remote settle-

ments far from the road. The women and children were too

weak to carry the water, and, with food shortages, men were

abstaining from eating so that their children would not go

hungry. The men were slowly starving and unable to walk

any distance. Trucking in water and leaving it on the road-

side, far from weakened herders, was clearly not the answer.

“What is a solution to this problem? That is what I was thinking.

Then I had it…camels! Just like that. These camels can do

the job—and they can stay with the community. Maximum

impact!” says Abera Tola, now director of Oxfam America’s

Horn of Africa regional office. At the time, Tola was consult-

ing for Oxfam on how to help respond to drought. His inno-

vative idea became a hallmark of Oxfam‘s response: an

ingenious solution with maximum impact.

Tola recommended the purchase of 100 camels to transport

water through Oxfam’s partner Action for Development

(AFD) to 20 villages. The vast majority of these communi-

ties were in areas inaccessible to vehicles. Camels can walk

a distance of 25 kilometers from a water point, across rough

terrain, therefore reaching a large number of people.

The camels helped villages get through the drought, but did

much more than that. The purchase of the camels added

much-needed capital to the regional livestock market and

added value to the communities. Every village received five

camels—both male and female—each capable of hauling

200 liters of water a day. The camels became communal

property, in accordance with the traditional management

structure within communities and the water was distributed

throughout.

A herder in Moyale district of southern Ethiopia. Herders who received camels
had good reason to smile, as most livestock prices dropped earlier this year,
while the price of a camel—like this one in Moyale’s marketplace—remained 
relatively stable.

THE CAMEL’S TALE

Let’s face it: They froth at the mouth, they’re notoriously grumpy, and they

bite. But what they lack in sweet temperament, they more than make up 

for in character! Camels are hard-working animals that save lives. They 

can survive extreme conditions, produce valuable resources (like milk 

and dung), transport large volumes of water, and help families flee 

a disaster-stricken area. By Liz Lucas

6 Learn more about our work! Go to www.oxfamamerica.org.
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“It was important to me that people

should not suffer. They should not

have to walk for water when they

cannot walk,” said Tola.

“Value must also be added

to the community. A truck

will help for two to three

months, and after that

there is no benefit. We

had to make sure we

could help communities as

much as possible through

our funding.”

With the money saved by the use of camels, Oxfam was able to fund

seed supply and veterinary medicine supply programs through AFD.

Yet, it is what happened next that is truly remarkable. The gender roles 

in the communities shifted. Before the camels came, it was customary for

women to retrieve water for the household from traditional sources. After the 

distribution of camels, however, it became a man’s role to do this,

alleviating a significant burden on the women of these communities.

Roles changed as animals replaced women as the beasts of burden.

By renting camels to cross-border traders, community members

were able to use the camels to generate communal income. As

collective monies increased, more resources could be put into

development. The original camels were also breeding

stock, which added more assets to the community. The

resourcefulness of the Boren did not end there; they

began using the camels for plowing. They took five Oxfam

camels and created a new source of income to supplement 

traditional herding.

By understanding the way the community worked, Oxfam was able 

to invest in a solution that would ensure lasting impact after the 

crisis had passed. These camels were more than a life-saving

emergency response solution; they created jobs, improved the

lives of women, and created greater community wealth and 

stability. Unlike a passing water truck, they were there for the

long haul.

“This project,” said Tola, “was the most successful,

innovative project I have ever had.”

THE CAMEL’S TALE

Let’s face it: They froth at the mouth, they’re notoriously grumpy, and they

bite. But what they lack in sweet temperament, they more than make up 

for in character! Camels are hard-working animals that save lives. They 

can survive extreme conditions, produce valuable resources (like milk 

and dung), transport large volumes of water, and help families flee 

a disaster-stricken area. By Liz Lucas

“What scared me was that in Boren culture wherever there is hunger, the men starve.
They feed their children; they try to feed their wives; only when there is food left over do 
they eat. When the men are so weak, who can transport the water from the road?”

Abera Tola, regional director of Oxfam’s Horn of Africa office 
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PLANTINGTREES
Trees not only produce life-sustaining crops like avocados

and bananas, but they also provide much-needed shade for 

coffee and other staple plants, and they prevent erosion,

which means that trees are a key to economic growth 

and a greener world. By Chris Hufstader and Andrea Perera

“The hills are steep here, and we want to control erosion.
So we are encouraging people to plant fruit trees.”

Justina Nicolão, Mozambique

What is it about trees? Poets laud their beauty and 

many depend on them for wood and other products. Yet 

few respect trees for one of their greatest capabilities:

fighting poverty.

Trees prevent erosion and conserve soil. They hold back

encroaching deserts. This preserves farmland and helps

farmers make a living.

Forests regulate water: Trees filter rainwater into the earth,

into groundwater, and into wells. The alternative? Water

pooling and evaporating—or flooding farms and homes.

Want to prevent a flood? Plant a tree.

By holding back soil and silt that can clog lakes and rivers,

trees keep the water clean and preserve fisheries. And

coastal forests of mangroves and other trees protect 

communities from hurricanes and tsunamis.

Reversing the trend of deforestation takes time, but it has 

significant payoffs. Wisely managed forests help people,

providing them with a renewable source of wood products

and fuel, as well as fruits and nuts. Preserving forests 

preserves biodiversity, enhances tourism opportunities, and

protects the natural beauty of the environment.

Here are some examples of how trees fight poverty:
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A farmer plants a coffee tree. As members of the fair trade 
co-op, Manos Campesinas, an Oxfam partner, farmers like
this one have received support to plant coffee and the
shade trees that help them flourish.

Guatemala’s volcanic mountains produce soil rich in 

nutrients, perfect for growing gourmet coffee. Volcanic soil aside, though, the 

coffee trees could not flourish without the dense canopy of avocado, banana, and 

hardwood trees that surround them. These trees prevent the precious soil from

eroding and offer shade, creating just the right conditions for coffee to thrive.

Oxfam gives grants to fair trade cooperatives to help plant this generous foliage.

“Shade trees provide the growing conditions that small-scale farmers need 

to produce their prized coffee. They help make production sustainable—environ-

mentally and economically—both qualities essential for the long-term viability of

coffee-growing communities,” explained Seth Petchers, Oxfam America’s coffee 

program manager.

The indigenous Kichwa people faced a crisis: Once-beautiful

Lake Imbakucha was clogged with silt and polluted by chemical runoff from

nearby farms. Clean water became scarce. Harvests were dropping off. A project

funded by Oxfam launched an effort to replant the hills with trees and grasses to

reduce runoff and clear out the streams feeding the lake. Within three years,

some communities have doubled the amount of available water, and a network 

of nurseries is providing employment for women growing trees and plants for

organic gardens. Ana Lucía Tocagón, a 20-year-old participant in the project, said

that the increase in water was remarkable. “One summer we…had to ration it, with

one sector receiving water one day and another sector the following day….

Now we all have water all day.”

In the misty hills near the Zimbabwe border, a small

group of women review the plans for the nursery in their village, Mukudu.

“The hills are steep here, and we want to control erosion. So we are encouraging

people to plant fruit trees,” said Justina Nicolão, a 41-year-old mother of six. She

and her team are working with the local development group Kwaedza Simukai

Manica Association (KSM), funded by Oxfam. KSM trains workers how to plant 

and maintain fruit trees, while teaching them how to read and write as part of a 

“functional literacy” program. Not only has the program helped farmers increase

their harvests and reduced erosion, but, since women lead the nursery program,

women are more involved in village affairs and are increasingly seen as leaders in

their community.

In China’s Lashi Lake region, government programs and dam devel-

opments threaten the income of local farmers and fishers, many of them ethnic

minorities. Oxfam America partner Green Watershed taught the local people how

to make a living and protect their environmental resources. Former fishers, the

Naxi people living near Lashi Lake have adapted to falling fish stocks by growing

fruit trees. They eat and sell the fruit, and the trees protect their shoreline from 

erosion. Li Yue-Chun, 55, a Naxi woman whose family was the first in her village

to begin planting fruit trees, said she now has hope that her community will 

survive. “Because of the riverway improvements, my land will never be threat-

ened,” she said.

At a nursery in Ecuador’s Andean highlands, near Lake
Imbakucha, local indigenous women raise saplings for
reforestation projects.

China

Ecuador

Guatemala

Mozambique

Marian Modewe of Mukudu, Mozambique, presents the
nursery committee’s plan at a village meeting. Visible are
oranges grown on trees planted on nearby hills.

Li Yue-Chun of Lashi Lake, China, whose family was the
first in her village to begin planting fruit trees with Oxfam’s
help, said she now believes her community will survive.

Learn more about our work! Go to www.oxfamamerica.org. 9
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10 Learn more about our work! Go to www.oxfamamerica.org.

When it’s coffee harvesting time in Guatemala, farmers pile

onto the beds of pickup trucks to climb up to their land.

In the shadow of volcanic mountains, they pluck the ripe red 

coffee cherries, filling sack after sack. Sometimes there’s no

truck to take them back home, so the farmers carry the

sacks down by burro, or even atop their own backs.

They do all this just to get the coffee cherries back to the fair

trade cooperatives so that they can use coffee mills to pluck

out the beans. The mills rip the husks off the cherries and 

wash and sort the cherries for sale. Each year Oxfam

America funds fair trade cooperatives, and some of that

money helps buy and operate the precious mills.

Last October, however, Hurricane Stan pummeled Central

America, wiping out coffee trees and damaging or destroy-

ing much coffee processing equipment. So, earlier this year,

Oxfam provided a grant to help fair trade co-ops give 

farmers the resources they needed to get back to work.

“After Hurricane Stan, coffee farmers told us that in order for

them to recover quickly, they needed to do more than just

recover the land and replant the trees. They needed to

repair and replace their processing equipment,” said Milagro

Maravilla, an Oxfam program officer. “This work allowed

them to process the coffee themselves without paying

someone else to do it. They can use the money they save to

help their families.”

BUILDING A 

COFFEE MILL
Guatemalan coffee farmer Antonio Chavajay Ixtamer estimated that 80 
percent of his land was affected by Hurricane Stan. Recognizing the impact
that such damage had on farmers, Oxfam provided funding that co-ops used
to replant trees and rebuild equipment like coffee mills.

The daily cup of joe goes down even smoother knowing that the

beans in your brew were processed by a fair trade co-op coffee mill.

Fair trade ensures that coffee growers get a fair share of the profit

generated by this beloved bean. By Andrea Perera
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Seydou Coulibaly used to make enough money to feed his

family. A cotton farmer, he supported 42 people with his

earnings. And everyone—his six children, his wife, his sis-

ters—cultivated the cotton together, working the land by

hand, planting the seed, and harvesting the fiber.

About six years ago, however, Coulibaly began struggling to

get by. It wasn’t a drought or a war that got in the way, he

said. It was the falling price of cotton on the world market.

Industrialized countries like the US were paying mostly large

producers huge subsidies. And those producers were grow-

ing more than they could sell domestically, dumping the 

surplus crops abroad, and driving down prices.

The drop devastated Coulibaly’s town. There was no money

to pay for teachers, or to fix broken water pumps.

Coulibaly, like many farmers from his region, felt it was time

to speak out. With funding from Oxfam America, he and

other West African farmers like him traveled to US farm

country to share their story.

“I spent a couple days in Virginia, talking to other farmers and

to students, journalists, and leaders of faith communities,”

Coulibaly said.

“They were stunned to hear that my village has no doctor or

nurse. Or that we don't have a single tractor for the entire

community. Or that many of us live on less than $1 a day.

Most of them seemed shocked to find out that certain US

agricultural policies…hurt us on the other side of the globe.”

Coulibaly appealed to Americans to convince Congress to

reform subsidies in the next Farm Bill and shift the money to

programs that actually help farmers here and abroad.

“I have the confidence that this can all change with the help

of the American people,” he said.

Coulibaly’s farmer tour represented the Oxfam America

brand of campaigning—giving poor people the resources 

to speak out. No one can say it better than the people affected,

but someone needs to pay for the plane tickets, visas, van

rentals, meals, and places to stay.

Liam Brody, Oxfam America’s Make Trade Fair campaign

manager, said the up-front costs are well worth it.

“Farmers from both the US and West Africa told their stories,

and news outlets from The Wall Street Journal to 

the Richmond Times-Dispatch in Virginia  amplified their

message. We know that members of Congress are now

paying attention to unfair trade rules because their 

constituents are beginning to ask questions.”

HELPING A FARMERSPEAK OUT
Oxfam allows farmers to reap real benefits from what they sow by helping
them improve and protect their means of making a living. Sometimes this
means assistance in developing green methods for producing a more robust
harvest. Sometimes it means helping small-scale farmers speak out.
By Andrea Perera

West of Topeka, KS, organic farmer Jackie Keller (right) walks through one of
her wheat fields with (left to right) Oxfam organizer and farmer, Jim French;
Jackie's mother, Sue; Seydou Ouedraogo, Burkinabe cotton farmer; and Colin
Rusel, translator.
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12 Learn more about our work! Go to www.oxfamamerica.org.

From the dark at the bottom of the well, water rises bucket

by bucket, hoisted along a human ladder of men and boys.

They sing while they work—in praise of the precious drink,

in honor of their thirsty animals crowding the troughs at the

top, and, most important of all, to keep focused on the

exhausting task at hand.

Here, at the “singing well” of Dubluk in an arid part of south-

ern Ethiopia, there are no pumps or generators to draw 

the water up the nearly 100-foot shaft. Sweat, song, and

synchronization power this operation.

“It’s kind of like a dance,” said Oxfam America’s Liz Lucas.

“They sing to establish a rhythm, so everyone is moving and

working together.”

Now, thanks to a grant from Oxfam America that helped

refurbish the well, that work has become just a little bit 

easier, and safer, too, in a region where the scarcity of water

makes its retrieval an all-consuming enterprise for herders

and their families. Erratic weather patterns have pushed

many of them ever deeper into poverty, but for those living

within walking distance—some trek more than nine miles

with their herds to reach it—this well is their salvation when

dry seasons stretch into drought.

Oxfam and its local partner, Action for Development (AFD),

engineered a wide ramp that cuts through the earth and

connects to the well about 18 feet down. There, they built a

bank of cement watering troughs from which animals can

drink, substantially reducing the distance the bucket-bearers

must sling their loads.

In addition, AFD replaced the series of wooden poles on

which the water carriers balanced deep inside the well. In

their place, metal steps now support the men and boys.

“It was precarious,” said John Ambler, Oxfam’s senior vice

president for programs. “You had these guys strung out

along this structure, passing buckets one to the other.

We improved the stair system so accidents are less likely to

happen. They have a more secure base.”

Improvements like these are critical for the well-being of

local herds—and for the many people who depend on those

animals as sources of both food and income. Before the

renovations, watering a single herd—not to mention hordes

of animals that crowded the well when drought struck—took

hours, said Lucas. The trough was only wide enough for 

cattle to approach one by one. Now, the trough and ramp

can accommodate about four cows abreast.

Another advantage to this work, Ambler added, is that

improving water sources serves as an effective way to 

prepare for emergencies such as drought.

“During the recent drought in Kenya, Ethiopia, and south-

western Somalia, herders were driving their animals from as

far as Lake Turkana in Kenya and into southern Ethiopia

near Moyale to have animals get access to water at systems

that Oxfam and its partners had improved,” Ambler said.

“Our water, from places like this well and from springs that

we have improved, was the only water around.”

IMPROVING 

A WELL
Wish a community well. By protecting a community’s primary 

source of clean drinking water or improving access to it, Oxfam 

is helping to save lives. By Coco McCabe
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IMPROVING 

A WELL
Wish a community well. By protecting a community’s primary 

source of clean drinking water or improving access to it, Oxfam 

is helping to save lives. By Coco McCabe

From the dark at the bottom of the well, water rises bucket by bucket, hoisted along
a human ladder of men and boys. They sing while they work—in praise of the precious
drink, in honor of their thirsty animals crowding the troughs at the top, and, most
important of all, to keep focused on the exhausting task at hand.

TOP: Two boys, ages 11 and 12, pose proudly beside the plaque created to celebrate the 2005 rehabilitation of the “singing well” by their community; Oxfam’s local partner, AFD; and
“Okisfaam Amerikaa.” BOTTOM LEFT: A young woman in the Arero district of southern Ethiopia carries a 6.5-gallon water jug on her back. The commonplace task of hauling water
in Ethiopia—and throughout much of the developing world—is, for most, time-consuming and arduous work. BOTTOM RIGHT: Steps at the mouth of the refurbished Dubluk well
lead nearly 100 feet down.
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PROVIDING 

LEGAL TRAINING

Is there a lawyer in the house? Sometimes speaking out effectively on gender

laws and rights requires more than a voice. It requires sound legal advice.

When Oxfam provides legal training to community activists, they can then use

these new skills to help educate local leaders about preserving women’s

rights, and educate women about their rights and legal options.

By Chris Hufstader

If you don’t know your rights, you can’t stand up for them.

Sandra Banze knows her rights and goes one better: She

uses her human rights training to educate others. The 32-

year-old mother of four from Mozambique is a community

activist trained—by Oxfam’s partner MULEIDE—in women’s

rights under the country’s new Family Law passed in 2004.

A strong yet thoughtful woman, Banze recently helped a

neighbor whose husband was threatening to throw her out

of the house. Sandra explained her neighbors’ rights under

the new law.

“I told her to come with me to MULEIDE to get counseling,”

Banze said, “and I made sure someone from MULEIDE told

the husband what he would need to do in order to get a

proper divorce.” This made him reconsider—and the couple

worked out their problems and stayed together.

Banze knows that, through her work educating women, she

is making a real difference in their lives. As she says,

“Women need to know they have their own rights.” These

include formal registration of a marriage after a couple has

been together over a year—which ensures an equitable 

division of assets in the event of a divorce. Women in

Mozambique are also now legally entitled to postpone 

marriage and stay in school until 18, inherit and own land

and financial resources, and be considered an equal head

of household.

This is all true on paper, but there are nearly 20 million 

people in in this country the size of

California—many of whom have

limited access 

to media and 70 percent of whom are illiterate—who need

to learn about the new law before it will be truly meaningful.

MULEIDE has trained hundreds of community activists and

traditional leaders like chiefs and healers. With their help

and the commitment of people like Banze, knowledge of the

Family Law is increasing in Mozambique. And that means

that more and more women and girls can stand up for 

their rights.

“We need to take the law to the people
and teach them about their rights.”

Michael Chimedza, Oxfam’s program 

officer in Mozambique

TOP: Community activists trained by Oxfam’s partner MULEIDE gather to 
discuss women’s rights under Mozambique’s Family Law. Using songs and
other popular means to spread the word, these activists serve as legal coun-
selors, deterring domestic violence. BOTTOM: Activist Sandra Banze and her
colleagues are increasing awareness about the Family Law, which is helping
to change attitudes toward women and build respect for their rights.
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A short drive from the ancient temples and glitzy Vegas-style

hotels of Siem Riep, Cambodia, a community of fishers

live as they have for generations, floating atop the Tonle 

Sap Lake.

Some live along the lakeshore in small shacks built on stilts.

Others live on the water in moored houseboats, rafts, and

barges. From these simple homes, the fishers hurl out their

lines and pull up their baskets, hoping to catch enough to

feed their families and satisfy the middlemen in the fish

trade.

“The Tonle Sap is very, very important, not only for the 

people who live on and around the lake, but for all 

of Cambodia,” said Pen Raingsey of the Fisheries Action

Coalition Team (FACT), an Oxfam-funded partner organiza-

tion in Cambodia. According to FACT, the fishers help 

support about 1.5 million people.

Each year, monsoon rains and melting snows from the

Himalayas feed the Mekong River, swelling the Tonle Sap

Lake and nourishing a diverse underwater world of flooded

forests and more than 100 species of fish. But because 

the Tonle Sap is not only a source of food but also a com-

mercial transportation route, it faces increasing risks.

Neighboring countries and corporations want to blast rapids,

develop hydropower dams, and build harbors.

For local fishers, it’s difficult to learn about these threats, let

alone do anything about them. Because their work requires

them to be somewhat nomadic, fishers don’t regularly meet

up with their neighbors or have the opportunity to voice any

opposition to government policies.

That’s where FACT came in. The group navigates the Tonle

Sap, networking with fishers and bringing them to shore 

to meet, exchange information, and talk to key decision 

makers. Then FACT compiles this information to refute

claims that controversial developments will have no negative

impact on fishing communities. Because of Oxfam and

FACT’s efforts, fishers now say they feel empowered to 

protect their way of life.

Sitting on a small motorboat in the middle of the muddy

waters of the Tonle Sap, fisher Ly Saloeun, 53, said FACT

trained him to work with his neighbors to advocate 

for change.

As FACT’s Raingsey said, “We want to encourage the local

community to raise their concerns to the decision makers.

Before, people had no time or rights. Now, when a problem

occurs, they can find a way to resolve that problem.”

Oxfam works to ensure that fishers have access to their traditional fishing

grounds and that their rights to fish are protected. That means that they can

make a living and support their families as they’ve done for generations.

By Andrea Perera

PROTECTING

FISHING RIGHTS

Learn more about our work! Go to www.oxfamamerica.org. 15
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A fisher from Prek Chhdor village, on the marshlands that surround Tonle Sap
Lake. These lands become flooded during the rainy season, stretching over
hundreds of square kilometers. A wide range of fishnets and traps are used
in the streams and flooded fields surrounding the lake.

A fisher from Prek Chhdor village, on the marshlands that surround Tonle Sap
Lake. These lands become flooded during the rainy season, stretching over
hundreds of square kilometers. A wide range of fishnets and traps are used
in the streams and flooded fields surrounding the lake.

A fisher from Prek Chhdor village, on the marshlands that surround Tonle Sap
Lake. These lands become flooded during the rainy season, stretching over
hundreds of square kilometers. A wide range of fishnets and traps are used
in the streams and flooded fields surrounding the lake.
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Now available online. www.oxfamamericaunwrapped.com
The Oxfam America Unwrapped Collection lets you give a memorable gift to a 
friend or loved one while making a contribution to help those who need it most.

Give more than a gift. Give Oxfam America Unwrapped.

How it works
Choose a gift. Personalize a gift card. Oxfam sends a gift card to your

friend or loved one. Your donation goes to those who need it most.
1 2 3
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The purchase of each gift item is a contribution toward Oxfam America's many programs, not a donation to a specific project or goal.
Your donation will be used where it is needed the most—to help people living in poverty throughout the world.




